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STRIKE KING
KVD Baby Sexy Frog
The Strike King Baby Sexy Frog is a more compact, 
snack size version of the ever-popular Strike King 
KVD Sexy Frog.  This hollow belly frog may be 
small, but it will still pack a punch.

The Strike King Baby Sexy Frog comes equipped 
with a premium black nickel double frog hook. This 
hook is sticky sharp and well positioned along the 
contoured body of this frog to make it almost com-
pletely weedless through even the thickest cover. 

Code Description Nett Price

BSFKVD-10

Colour: Black
4”, 1/3oz. (Qty. 1) 
Compact, snack size, hollow belly, black 
nickel double hook, keeled underside
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STRIKE KING
KVD Deep Jerkbait 300
Designed by angling extraordinaire, Kevin VanDam, the Strike 
King KVD Deep Jerkbait utilizes the proven form and action of 
the original to e�ectively target a deeper section of the water 
column. Delivering an incredibly-wide side-to-side lunging 
movement, the Strike King KVD Deep Jerkbait provides a lethal 
combination of roll, �ash, and wiggle that digs all-the-way down 
to 11-feet.

Internally, the Strike King KVD Deep Jerkbait features an 
advanced weight transfer system that de�nes its action and 
makes it easy to cast a country mile. Incredibly detailed, the 
Strike King KVD Deep Jerkbait is �tted with lifelike 3-D eyes, 
textured scaling, and realistic �nishes that are second-to-none. 
Fitted with three razor-sharp trebles, the Strike King KVD Deep 
Jerkbait marries proven design with deep-diving modi�cations 
that allow anglers to reach �sh that are holding a little deeper.  

Code Description Nett Price

HCKVDJ300D
-669

Colour: Clear AYU
4.5 “, 3/5 oz. (Qty. 1) 
Wide side-to-side lunging movement, 
3D eyes, textured scaling, three trebles

HCKVDJ300D
-680

Colour: Yellow Perch
4.5 “, 3/5 oz. (Qty. 1)
Wide side-to-side lunging movement, 
3D eyes, textured scaling, three trebles
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STRIKE KING
KVD Caffeine Shad
The Strike King Ca�eine Shad has a unique bubble tail to give 
this topwater shad bait an action never seen before in a soft jerk 
bait. Use it weightless and twitch it for topwater bite and subsur-
face action. Fish the Ca�eine Shad on a Carolina rig or jighead for 
that deep water bite. 

The new Ca�eine Shad contains the worlds best blend of soft 
plastic ingredients! This allows the use of large amounts of salt 
yet keeps the bait soft and pliable. The co�ee scent masks 
human scents and oils providing longer hold times and increas-
ing your hook-up chances.

Code Description Nett Price

CSD5-46
Colour: Green Pumpkin
5 “ (Qty. 8) 
Bubble tail, soft plastic, co�ee scent oils

CSD5-18
Colour: Watermelon Red & Black
5 “ (Qty. 8) 
Bubble tail, soft plastic, co�ee scent oils
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STRIKE KING
KVD Gurgle Toad
Named for its babbling topwater action, the Strike King Gurgle Toad 
deliver a steady kick and an appetizing bubble trail that dares big 
bass to take a closer look. 

Whether it is �shed by itself or threaded on the back of a buzzbait, 
the Strike King Gurgle Toad features a horny toad style body and 
two J-shaped feet that generate a boisterous gurgling commotion 
as it skitters across the surface. 

Code Description Nett Price

GT-94

Colour: Green Pumpkin Chartreuse Belly
3.75" (Qty. 5) 
Babbling topwater action, horny toad style
body, two J-shaped feet

GT-47

Colour: Green Pumpkin Pearl Belly
3.75" (Qty. 5)
Babbling topwater action, horny toad style
body, two J-shaped feet
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STRIKE KING
KVD Rage Bug
Hot out of the molds and ready to pick apart structure, the Strike 
King Rage Bug was designed with the help of bass �shing legend, 
Denny Brauer. 

Made to be the ultimate �ip bait, its streamlined body allows it to 
slip in and out of tiny holes in cover, and its precise composition and 
ribbing allow it to produce the classic craw�sh glide that bass can’t 
resist. Featuring unique Rage Tail claws and appendages, it produc-
es a tremendous commotion any time it hits the water, and its also 
loaded with Strike King’s exclusive Co�ee Scent for added attrac-
tion. 

Code Description Nett Price

RGBUG-38

Colour: Black Neon
4" (Qty. 7) 
Designed with Denny Brauer, ultimate �ip 
bait, Rage Tail Claws, co�ee scented
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STRIKE KING
KVD Rage Craw
The Rage Tail by Strike King brings a revolutionary new look to soft 
plastics. Each Rage Tail Lure has a unique and exclusive tail design 
and is engineered like no other soft plastic bait. 

The Rage Tail is designed with a speci�c purpose and uses custom-
ized hi-grade plastics for superior action. You won't believe the 
splash, noise or other action that each rage tail has! The Strike King 
Rage Craw can be �shed Texas rigged, Carolina rigged or as a jig 
trailer.

Code Description Nett Price

RGCRW-46

Colour: Green Pumpkin
4" (Qty. 7) 
Unique tail design, customized hi-grade 
plastics

RGCRW-18

Colour: Watermelon Red
4" (Qty. 7) 
Unique tail design, customized hi-grade 
plastics
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STRIKE KING
KVD Rage Cut-R Worm
Strike King’s most versatile worm ever, the Strike King Rage Cut-R 
Worm can be �ipped, pitched, Texas-rigged, Carolina-rigged, swam 
weightless or on a weighted hook. 

Featuring Strike King's Rage Tail customized hi-grade plastic formu-
lation, the Rage �ange on the tail delivers the fastest tail �icker rate 
on the market. Measuring in at 6-inches, the Strike King Rage Cut-R 
is also a great choice on a drop shot or split shot.

Any way you �sh it, the Strike King Rage Cut-R is too much for bass 
to resist. Rage Tail - Soft Baits with Big Attitudes. 

Code Description Nett Price

RGCUT56-100

Colour: Summer Craw 
6" (Qty. 7) 
Designed with Denny Brauer, ultimate �ip 
bait, Rage Tail Claws, co�ee scented
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STRIKE KING
Rage Ned Cut R Worm
An innovative approach to the incredibly popular ned rig, the Strike 
King Rage Tail Ned Cut-R Worm o�ers a bite-sized presentation with 
a big punch. Designed with a ribbed body and a single Rage Tail 
appendage, the Strike King Rage Tail Ned Cut-R Worm delivers a 
lively tail kick as it scoots across the lake �oor.

Lethal on a ned rig, but incredibly e�ective with a wide-variety of 
techniques, the Strike King Rage Tail Ned Cut-R Worm’s small body 
and heavy commotion excels on the back of a �nesse jig, dropshot, 
or split shot. 

Code Description Nett Price

RGNCUTR-101

Colour: Bama Craw 
3" (Qty. 9) 
Ultimate �ip bait, Rage Tail Claws, co�ee 
scented

RGNCUTR-46

Colour: Green Pumpkin
3" (Qty. 9) 
Ultimate �ip bait, Rage Tail Claws, co�ee 
scented
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STRIKE KING
KVD Rage Swimmer
Delivering advanced versatility and a wide-reaching attraction, the 
Strike King Rage Swimmer provides anglers with universal appeal 
that can be utilized with a wide-range of tactics. Poured with an 
innovative rib design, the Strike King Rage Swimmer improves 
texture and vibration for more �sh-catching performance.

Whether it is slowly crawled over deep structure on a jig head or 
burned over submerged grass as a spinnerbait trailer, the Strike 
King Rage Swimmer features a thinned-down tail that delivers supe-
rior action at all speeds. 

Code Description Nett Price

RGSW334-151

Colour: Ghost Shad
3.75" (Qty. 7) 
Innovative rib design, thinned down tail, 
improved vibration

RGSW334-46

Colour: Green Pumpkin
3.75" (Qty. 7) 
Innovative rib design, thinned down tail, 
improved vibration

RGSW334-141

Colour: KVD Magic
3.75" (Qty. 7) 
Innovative rib design, thinned down tail, 
improved vibration
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STRIKE KING
Ned Ocho
The new Strike King Ocho soft plastic stickbaits are the real deal. The 
Ocho's unique 8 sided design allows the bait to undulate, especially 
on the fall. Rigged weightless and pitched around cover or rigged 
on a Carolina rig and pulled through the depths of the strike zone, 
the Ocho is sure to bring incredible action. 

The Ocho is made from the world's best blend of soft plastic ingredi-
ents! This allows the use of large amounts of salt yet keeps the bait 
soft and pliable. The Co�ee scent masks human scents and oils and 
increases longer bites increasing your hook-up chances.

Code Description Nett Price

NOCHO-46

Colour: Green Pumpkin
2.75" (Qty. 9) 
Notched channels on sides, releases bubbles
when pulled through water

NOCHO-100

Colour: Summer Craw
2.75" (Qty. 9) 
Notched channels on sides, releases bubbles
when pulled through water

NOCHO-18

Colour: Watermelon Red Flake
2.75" (Qty. 9) 
Innovative rib design, thinned down tail, 
improved vibration
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STRIKE KING
Tour Grade Football Jig
The Tour Grade football head Jig is the ultimate jig for Deep water 
�shing. The wide football shaped head gives better feel and helps 
the bait stand- up on the bottom. The �at eye line tie helps keep the 
line knot and jig in the proper position and the extra sharp 
Gamakatsu 60 degree round bend hook aids in hook sets. 

It also features durable powder coated paint, color coordinated 
weedgaurds and premium skirts for lifelike look and action.

Code Description Nett Price

TDJ12-101

Colour: Bama Craw
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 
Wide football shaped head, Gamakatsu round
bend hook, powder coated paint 
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STRIKE KING
Thunder Cricket Vibrating Jig
Developed with the keen input of Strike King’s pro-sta�, the Strike 
King Thunder Cricket Vibrating Jig has been �ne tuned to produce a 
constant, hard-pulsing action without fouling. Based around Strike 
King’s innovative, recessed head design, the Strike King Thunder 
Cricket Vibrating Jig features a premium vibrating blade, which 
imparts an erratic action and provides trailers with an exaggerated 
movement for heightened realism.

Molded with a wire bait keeper, the Strike King Thunder Cricket 
Vibrating Jigs lock soft plastics �rmly in-place to eliminate slipping 
and extend the life of the bait. Complete with a premium skirt and a 
top of the line paint job, the Strike King Thunder Cricket delivers 
erratic and incredibly lifelike presentation that will earn a 
year-round spot on your deck. 

Code Description Nett Price

TCVSJ12-234

Colour: Bluegill
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 
Hard pulsing action, innovative head design,
wire  bait keeper, skirt, lifelike paint

TCVSJ12-3

Colour: Chartreuse White
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 
Hard pulsing action, innovative head design,
wire  bait keeper, skirt, lifelike paint

TCVSJ12-135

Colour: Falcon Lake Craw
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 
Hard pulsing action, innovative head design,
wire  bait keeper, skirt, lifelike paint
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STRIKE KING
KVD Echo 4”
This 8-sided beast takes the concept of the soft jerkbait to another 
level. Like a faceted bead vs. a round bead, the Strike King® KVD 
Perfect Plastics Ocho's smooth beveled sides re�ect light in di�erent 
directions, creating a �ash e�ect unlike that of any other softbait. 

Bass respond readily! Precision molded of supersoft plastic, with a 
slow sink rate, the versatile Ocho is ideal for jerkbaiting and wacky 
rigging. 

All KVD Perfect Plastics lures feature soft, salt impregnated plastic 
and an exclusive co�ee scent that masks human scents and oils to 
produce more and longer bites.. 

Code Description Nett Price

OCHO4-42

Colour: Junebug
4” (Qty. 10) 
Smooth beveled sides re�ect light, slow sink 
rate, co�ee scent

OCHO4-46

Colour: Green Pumpkin 
4” (Qty. 10) 
Smooth beveled sides re�ect light, slow sink 
rate, co�ee scent


